
IES Calderón de la Barca English Department                                             
British Television Video Comprehension                                                         

Lesson.  

For this activity you’ll need to watch a full episode of a British TV program called Kerching. 
You’ll need to watch episode 6 of series 4.                                                                                                         
The YouTube link is: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqkWgrQ1PiY&t=1164s  (CBBC Kerching 
Episode 6 Series 4) 

Note: The characters in the program do use slang such as ‘bruv’ meaning ‘bro’ or ‘brother.’ 

Once you have watched the episode, answer the questions below IN FULL SENTENCES.  

1. (1:00min) Danny is presenting a new marketing idea to Taj and Seymour. What is the name 
of the character Danny invents? Do Taj and Seymour like his idea? What do you think of the 
jingle Danny made? Is it something you’d like?  

 

2. (1:38min) Omar comes up with a theory as to why his mother has gone a little bit crazy with 
her vacuum cleaning. What is his theory?  

 

3. What do you think of Kareesha’s waitressing skills at The Chill Out Grill? Is she providing 
good customer service? If you were the owner of a restaurant, would you hire Kareesha? 
Explain why you would or wouldn’t hire her. 
 
 
 

4. (2:29min) What does Alex say that makes Kareesha scream? Do you think Kareesha is 
overreacting? Explain why you think this.  
 
 

5. What do Kareesha and Jazmin say about Alex’s t-shirt? Do they like it? Do you like it? Explain 
why you think this.  
 
 

6. How do Omar and his friend, Leon, try to get out of cross country? Does their plan work? 
 
 
 

7. When the football coach arrives with his team at The Chill Out Grill, what drink does he 
order for his team? What food does he order for his team? What does Jazmin offer them 
instead?  

 

 



8. (8:24min) Omar doesn’t want his mum to read the letter his teacher has sent home. Is the 
letter he gives to Leon at school from his teacher? What does Leon do to the letter? 
 

 

9. As everybody is obsessed with the brand ‘Buff Streetwear,’ what is Alex trying to sell in order 
to raise awareness about brands and labels? Do you think it is worth paying extra for top 
brands such as Nike and Adidas? Do you think clothes from shops such as Primark, are just 
as good? Explain your answer.  

 

 

10. (10:16min) Kareesha is screaming in The Chill Out Grill again. Why is she screaming this 
time? What does her boss, Carlton, tell her to do? Based on what Carlton has said (2:35min 
& 10:21min) in this episode, is The Chill Out Grill the type of place you’d like to go and eat? 
Explain why you would or wouldn’t want to eat here. 

 

  

11. (17:53min) Taj tells Alex that the success of her campaign against brands and labels is ironic. 
Why is it ironic?  

 

 

12. It turns out that Jazmin is a natural footballer. To celebrate winning the football match, what 
does she want her coach to do? How does he respond?  

 

 

13. What did you think of this episode? Did you like it? Explain why you did or didn’t like it.  

  


